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ABSTRACT

Argonne National Laboratory's Fuel Cycle
Facility (FCF)1"" (formerly named Hot Fuel
Examination Facility-South (HFEF/South) is
currently being refurbished and upgraded in
preparation for demonstrating remote, fast
reactor metal-fuel reprocessing and
refabrication, as part of the Integral Fast
Reactor (IFR) Program. Among the FCF hot-cell
system upgrades being provided is a newly
fabricated, direct, out-of-cell to in-cell,
small-item transfer system for ctie FCF argon
cell. This system will enable the rapid
transfer of selected small items from the hot
cell exterior into the argon cell (argon-gas
atmosphere) of the facility, without neces-
sitating the use of formerly employed, very
time-consuming, and quite laborious
procedures. The new system Mill be especially
valuable for the rapid insertion of IFR fuel
processing makeup materials and small tools into
the argon cell, and for use in argon cell and
overall FCF radioactive contamination-control
activities.

INTRODUCTION

The Fuel Cycle Facility (Fig. 1) is
currently being modified and upgraded for use in
demonstrating remote, pyrochemical/pyrometal-
lurgical reprocessing and refabrication of
Experimental Breeder Reactor No. 2 (EBR-II)
uranium and uranium-plutonium alloy fuel
elements as parl*. of the IFR Program. The
recycling process will selectively utilize both
the air-atmosphere "air cell" and the argon-gas
atmosphere "argon cell" of the facility for the
required process steps. In essence, operations
conducted in the air cell will include only
chose in which the fuel metal-alloy is protected
at all times from the surrounding air atmosphere
of the hot cell by the fuel element cladding.
On the other hand, operations conducted in the
argon cell are those which require that the
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*HFEF/South name changed to Fuel Cycle Facility,
effective 9/1/90.

surrounding environment be an inert gas (in this
case, high-purity argon gas) in order to provide
chemical inertness for the unprotected (unclad)
fuel pins and other chemicals and chemically
reactive materials and components which comprise
the fuel reprocessing and fuel element
refabrication operations.

A noticeable operational deficiency in the
FCF during its many years of past operations was
the absence of a safe, efficient system which
could be used for the transfer of small items
such as hand tools, process makeup materials,
etc. directly into ̂ he argon cell from the hot-
cell exterior. Until now, such small-item
transfers required the use of a medium-size
transfer system located in the north wall of the
air cell together with a medium size air cell-
to-argon cell transfer system or the large
equipment transfer lock system, both of which
are located in the common shielding wall
separating the two respective hot cells as shown
in Fig. 1. Use of these multiple transfer
systems was effort-intensive and time-consuming,
and often impacted other operations being
conducted in the FCF near the transfer systems
in both hot cells.



The new rapid-transfer system described in
rhe following will correct the above-notad
deficiencies as well as facilitate and provide
operational flexibility for a wide range of "in-
out" small-item transfers which may arise during
che IFR fuel recycling demonstration, expected
to begin in late calendar year 199*.

DESCRIPTION OF TRANSFER SYSTEM

A cut-away illustration of the new rapid
transfer overall system is presented in
Fig. 2. The system, which utilizes the argon-
cell shielding floor as the location of in-cell
to out-cell communication, is comprised of the
following-described major components in order to
enable radiation-shielded, and contained
transfer of contamination-smear specimens from
the interior of the argon cell to a glovebox
located in a subcell below the argon cell floor
or components from this glovebox to the interior
of the hot cell.

A. Argon Cell Floor Feedthru

As shown in Fig. 2, the argon cell
floor feedthru is a 127-mm dia (5-in.) Schedule
40 pipe that penetrates through the 1.23-m (4-
ft) -hick high-density concrete hot cell
floor. This penetration pipe has welded flanges
at both its in-cell (top) and Its subcell
(lower) ends. The in-cell flange is
approximately 102-mm (4-in.) above the hot cell
floor elevation, and the sub-cell flange is
located approximately 229-cm (9-in.) below the
subcell ceiling.

B. Motorized, Isolation Vacuum Valve

A motorized, isolation vacuum valve
(AIRCO Temescal, Inc., Series 5030 with
electropnaumatic actuator) is located in the
sub-cell at the bottom end of the hot cell
feedthru. When closed, this valve isolates the
^rgon cell-atmosphere from the other components
of the transfer sys.em located in the sub-
cell. The valve has a 133-ram (4J-in.) pass-thru
diameter and is constucted of aluminum.

C. Glovebox

The stainless 3teel glovebox (as
illustrated in Fig. 2, and manufactured by
Stainless Equipment Co., Englewood, Colorado)
interior surfaces are polished and coved to
facilitate radioactive decontamination when
required. Dimensions of the glovebox are 812-nm
(32-in.) high, 1168-mm (46-in.) wide, and 609-mm
(24-in.) deep. Two glove-rings and gloves are
provided in the front wall of the glovebox, and
a sloped viewing window, also at the box front
side, provides for operator comfort and

Fig. 2. Cutaway View of the FCF Improved Ouc-cell to
In-cell Rapid Transfer System.

convenience during operations. Lexan* is the
viewing window material. A fluorescent light
fixture located outside of the glovebox and
positioned at its upper backside wall provides
personnel viewing illumination. The glovebox is
outfitted with two A-T-O, Inc., Scott No. 502 R
HEPA filters, and a negative-pressure air
atmosphere within the box is maintained by
connecting the glovebox to an 0.6 mVsec
(1400 cfm) FCF suspect exhaust line in the
subcell. A steel angle-iron support assembly
positions the glovebox at the appropriate height
above the operator work platform. This platform
is constructed of steel structural components
covered with aluminum tread plate. The total
assembly is anchored to the sub-cell concrete
floor as depicted in Fig. 2.

A 152-mm (6-in.) dia. bag-out transfer
port located on the right side of the glovebox
is provided with a handwheel-actuated, isolation
vacuum valve (AIRCO Timescal, Inc., Series
5110). Located in the top surface of the
glovebox is a contamination "smear" paper
counting station 2) which is convenient to



operators for assessing the alpha/beta/gamma
radioactivity contamination on surveillance
paper smears obtained from hot cell or equipment
systems in the argon cell.

D. Elevator Tube Assembly

The shielded elevator tube (Figs. 3
and 4) is a stainless-3teel pipe measuring
121 mm (4.6 in.) in dia by 1257 mm (49.5 in.) in
length, and weighing approximately 53 (eg
(117 lbs). Thi3 "up-down" moving elevator tube
accommodates a tool carrier that is
approximately 107 mm in dia (4.25 in.) and
609 mm (24 in.) in length. The tool carrier
(Fig. 5) nestles in a cylindrical cavity of the
elevator tube as formed by its upper-end and
lower-end radiation-shielding, lead-loaded
segments, 254 mm (10 in.) in length. As
illustrated in Fig. 6, this radiation shielding
is augmented by a free-standing lead shielding
plug and a feedthru shielding ring at the in-
cell end of the hot cell feedthru. The
shielding ring provides diagonal-direction
radiation shielding to complement the axial
shielding of the elevator tube assembly during
transfer system operations and also when the
system is inactive. Also as shown in Fig. 6, a
diagonally-positioned, gamma-radiation detector
located in a small-diameter cavity in the high-
density concrete roof of the sub-cell is used to
monitor radiation levels at a point near the
roof-line of the sub-cell. During operation of
the specimen transfer system, appropriate system
control actions (for example, stopping movement
of the elevator tube assembly or positioning the
elevator tube assembly in its maximum-shielding
configuration) are automatically implemented
should greater-than-expected gamma radiation
levels be measured by this detector.

E. Elevator

In the overall transfer system
(Fig. 7), "up-down" movement of the elevator
tube assembly (with its included tool carrier)
is provided by a hydraulic power unit (Hydraulic
Controls, Inc., Hexroth, with 3-hp electric
motor) and a 3-stage hydraulic cylinder
(Commercial Shearing, Inc., Model 553-AA-1-1038,
complete with controller) that together provide
a required maximum lift stroke of 2795 mm
(110 in.) for the "full-up" position of the
elevator tube. The elevator is powered for only
upward Iift3 of the elevator tube assembly. For
downward movements, the system is outfitted with
hydraulic-fluid orificing such that controlled
bleed-off of the hydraulic fluid and gravity
(that xs, the weight of the elevator tube
assembly and tool carrier) cause downward
movement of the assembly. This system design
appears to satisfy FCF safety considerations
(for example, radiological shielding, loss of
electrical power, hot cell argon-gas

Fig. 3. Illustration of Shielded Elevator Tube at
Completion of Transfer "Out" of Argon Cell.

Fig. 4. Illustration of Shielded Elevator Tube at
Completion of Transfer "Into" Argon Cell.
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Radiation Detector Positioned in Sub-cell
Roof.

containment, etc.) for
analyses criteria events.

F. Container Air-Lock

postulated safety

As shown in Figs. 7 and 8, the
container air-lock is located at the left-center
region of the glovebox interior working area.
This air-lock isolates the air-atmosphere of the
giovebox from the hot-cell feedthru (argon cell
gas) atmosphere when the air lock door is closed
and sealed. The air lock is configured by a
stainless steel cylinder transitioned to a flat
sealing surface so as to accommodate a
rectangular-shaped gas-sealing door as shown in
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Fig. 7. Photograph of Che Overall Transfer System
Showing Major Components.

Fig. 8. The air-lock is approximately 160 mm
(6.6 in.) in dia and d12 mm (32 in.) in
height. The air-lock door is locked in the
closed (sealed) position by over-center-type
toggle clamps. The top end of the air-lock is
attached to the motorized, isolation vacuum
valve discribed earlier, and its bottom end is
attached to the hydraulic elevator cylinder
housing. Opening the air-lock door within the
glovebox provides the operator with access to
the tool carrier when positioned in the elevator
tube assembly.

G. Instrumentation and Controls

The FCF rapid transfer system is
planned to include operator controls located in
the shielded subce.ll of the argon cell where the
glovebox is located and also at the correspond-
ing operator control/viewing window station o€
the hot cell on the operating level of the
FCF. The control systems will include a number
of interlocks and operator alarms associated
with transfer-system functions to prevent
accidental ur inadvertent transfer system
actions which could Jeopardize facility and/or
personnel safety. It is expected that all
transfer system control functions will be
integrated into the overall FCF computer
control-system network.
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